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I recently traveled to Syracuse, New York and met Julie Tabouli (Julie Ann Sageer), a chef who has her own national PBS TV cooking show. She cooked delicious Lebanese food for me and we talked about her background, cooking style and Team Tabuli. Daily Food: How Did You Get Into Cooking? Julie Tabuli: I started cooking at a very
young age with my mother. As a small child, as I always sat on a chair and watching her shoulder, closely watching her quick hands at work, do you have a specialty dish? I cook with the seasons. I feel as though for each season I have a few specialty dishes that I like to delve into during this particular time of year. Seasons serve my
spontaneity well. Do you prefer a special style of cooking? I prefer the Mediterranean style of cooking. I love to cook light and lively food full of fascinating tastes that make you feel good from the inside out. First of all, I cook fresh. What kind of atmosphere do you create in the kitchen? I'm an eternal optimist. I believe in making positive
and reassuring energy in the atmosphere, around myself and in relation to others in the kitchen. I feel like I'm fulfilling my best in a positive state of mind. I also feel that others have successfully progressed in this type of aspiring atmosphere where the idea that anything is possible is actually possible. What are you looking for when you
hire other chefs to help you in the kitchen? He's a good man. A positive personality and a view of life. Treating others well and in the way they would like to be treated. I look for other chefs to be passionate people, professional and progressive. My mother is my right hand and the chef is in the kitchen. It helps me in all aspects of my
culinary career; she's my executive culinary producer for my cooking show series, performances and special events, and all julie Tabouli's stuff, so I feel incredibly blessed to have her on my side, both in and out of the kitchen. I missed anything that you think is important that you would like to add? I think it's important to share that I
wouldn't be able to do what I do without the strength of my support system, just like Team Tabuli. I think it's important to surround yourself only in the company of other people who believe in you and sincerely want you to be the best that you can be and do your best. How do you plan your TV shows? Each dish has its own story and it is
my job to tell this story. I always think of my audience at all stages of planning, pre-production, production and post-production process. Thinking about what kinds of food they will enjoy with their family and friends, thinking about what they would like to see in mom's glorious garden, thinking about what places and spaces will inspire them
to visit for themselves. Tykk'tyk'tty Cuisine Julie Tabueli Premieres Nationwide on Public And create a TV! Join Julie Tabuley's joyous Nate FoxNewta WahemmianSweun lapinavisfeisfab y thirt titoha, joyden avlla ymm'rr't sivun tarkoitusta paremmin. Katso, millaisia toimintoja sivua hallinnoivat ja sis'lt julkaisevat ihmiset tekev't. Neito Kaikki
Complete episodes of Cooking with Julie Tabuli on PBS by Julie Ann Sageer with Leah Bhabha St. Martin Publishing Group St. Martin Griffin Contemporary Lebanese Recipes from host of PBS shows Cooking with Julie Tabuli and Julie Tabuli Lebanese Cuisine. Available in: Buy this article is an orphan, like no other articles link to it.
Please include links to this page from relevant articles; Try to find a link tool for suggestions. (February 2018) The topic of this article may not be consistent with Wikipedia's guidelines for the availability of biographies. Please help establish the possibility by citing reliable secondary sources that are not independent of the topic and provide
significant coverage of it for a simple trivial mention. If the opportunity cannot be established, the article is likely to be merged, redirected, or deleted. Find sources: Julie Ann Sageer - news newspaper book scientist JSTOR (November 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this boilerplate message) Julie Tabouli (nee Julie Ann Sager) is
an American chef who lives in Marietta, New York, known for Julie Tabouli's Lebanese Cuisine. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree in Broadcasting Communications from the University of Long Island at C.W. Post Campus. Links to Julie Tabuli's Facebook page. Received on February 28, 2018. Julie Tabouli. Received on February
28, 2018. Teri Weaver (June 21, 2018). Go inside Julie Tabuli's Lebanese (and northern NY) kitchen and TV. Syracuse.com. Received on February 28, 2018. How Julie Ann Sager, a Lebanese American-born from New York, became famous Julie Tabouli. The World Lebanese Cultural Union. Received on February 3, 2018. This
biographical article about the chef is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte extracted from the Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cJulie Taboulie's Lebanese KitchenJulie Ann Sageer, known as Julie Tabuli, lives with her family on Lake Finger, west of Syracuse, New Petersburg. She wrote her first cookbook - Julie Tabuli's
Lebanese Kitchen - there, and she shoots nationally syndicated television shows from Family Kitchen. Her family is part of Sager's culinary career. Mom, Hind VanDusen, approves every recipe, serves a sous chef and maintains a massive vegetable and herbal garden. Dad, Richard VanDusen, prepares the grill and keeps Sam the Dog
off constantly under his feet. A sister, Selma, advises on vegetarian recipes. Sageer invited Syracuse.com to his kitchen and TV to show how to prepare some basic Lebanese products - yogurt toum (garlic and olive oil), minced coab seasoned with seven spices. Excerpts from the day follow. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.co. What was
the idea for a cookbook? My goal is actually, to just bring all my knowledge and all my extensive experience and learning and thought and techniques and tricks and kind of bring them to the table in the cookbook. And make it very affordable, achievable and affordable for everyday home cooks. Sageer will hold a book signing at Barnes
and Noble's DeWitt at 7 p.m. on June 22, 2017.Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cWh you narrowed down the recipes? Next to my mom, Julia Child is another mentor to me. And so I kind of wrote the Mastery of the Art of Lebanese Cooking. ... We had to back off. We had to be in a sweet spot between 120 and 125 recipes. Fresh herbs,
good meat and marinating are among Julie Tabouli's tips for creating delicious dishes. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.c What do you end up with? I think the recipes that I landed on were some introductory, kind of natural progression, if you were to cook your way through my book, to the intermediate level before advanced. Some of the
dishes are the ones I know people love. Some of my specialties. Some recipes that I rediscovered, kind of choosing my mom's brain and memories of my grandmother and the dishes she used to make. Many Lebanese or Middle Eastern Arab people, they may be surprised, there are many recipes that they did not know or had no
opportunity to have. Like a purple potato salad. Or a cabbage salad. Chickpea and potatoes and bulgur wheat patties. It's a combination of the old world and the new world. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.c How does Syracuse and Central New York and Finger Lakes fit into your cooking? It's just so beautiful, so breathtaking and
inspiring, which is why I use it as a backdrop for my show. Lebanese cuisine with seasons. I feel like I can't be in a better place. We have four seasons. I'm just looking around me. I love going out to the garden or farmers markets and kind of just finding all these amazing ingredients to cook with. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.c Where
do you get your lamb? I work with a lot of different stores and suppliers. I love tops for a lot of my ingredients, a lot of my meat. I also love Nichols (Supermarket) in Liverpool. I love Lychs and Stegerwald. I like Mazzye's Meats.I find that people are resistant to lamb because maybe they had a bad experience with it. The way we cook the
lamb, I feel that Lebanese and Middle Eastern crops, no one makes lamb better than we are.... Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cWhat is your Tabuli advice for buying lamb? I would like to look local, or domestic. And make sure it's nice and fresh. It has a good coloration. But my main thing will be domestic or local. Teri Weaver What cuts
do you use? It's lamb loin chops on the bone. You could get a good lamb off from bone, you can cut it yourself at home. Get a leg (for kebabs). Kafta kababs - I would say that I like to use lamb shoulder for this (meat) . On this day, Sageer used beef for kebabs in both recipes. In most of her recipes, either the meat works - or you can use
the combination. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cWhat are some of your favorite pieces of equipment? Taboulie trading tools: good big, deep mortar and pestle. You can find them in the woods, in marble. This is the best way to create garlic paste....if someone doesn't have it, you can use a garlic press. Teri Weaver
tweaver@syracuse.c... And..... Another tool of my trade will be my rolling pins, which I run. It's a thin Mediterranean rolling pin. I work with Cazenovia Cut Block. They're lightweight. They are so easy to use. American, with handles, they're heavy. They're shu thick... You kind of hammer away at the dough. Teri Weaver
tweaver@syracuse.c... Get a close-up of the new pins I have them in black walnut, maple and cherry. They are a relic, they are what you would forever. I have a 20-inch and 10-inch. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.co. What other tools do you recommend? My other trading tool would be a good knife. It's a nice, sharp jagged good. I use
this to make tabboulis and all the salads I have in my book. It's very, just easy to use. Serration cuts through vegetables like tomatoes. And he's doing great. I'm doing chiffonade, and you don't have to keep running through it with a knife. You are not bruising leaves. To make chiffonade herbs or greens, fold them into a stack like a deck of
cards and then roll like a cigar. Slice the roll to create the ribbons. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cAnything yet? I use a food processor for kafta (ground meat) we make today. And for my hummus and all my spreads. But I don't recommend it for tabbouli. Because it just fades leaves. This sprayed mixture includes onions, parsley, beef
and seven spices - a mixture of peppers, spices, cinnamon, cadamon, cumin, cloves and nutmeg. It's for kafta cababs. Watch Julie Tabuli do kafta kababsTeri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cWhat are a few budget items for the kitchen? Get one really big cast-iron pot. I love Le Creuset or KitchenAid, it's my favorite brand. Then it could be
your go in the pot to make a stew and the like. Get yourself a good, quality cast iron grill pan. You just need it. You don't have to buy a whole set of so many things. I think people buy pots and pans. If you can just simplify a few things. And you don't need a juicer. You can just use your hands for lemons and citrus fruits. Teri Weaver
tweaver@syracuse.cAny other savings tips? Another thing people can save on - even if you don't have a full garden... I would say to invest in a herbal garden. Whether it's in pots on the deck or patio or you put them in in Windowsill. You can save so much money. Because herbs are often expensive in the store. They are so easy to grow.
Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.c So you're filming here at your home? Yes, it's Julie Tabuli's Lebanese cuisine. Here we do all the shooting. My production company, we produce a series. There are 13 shows in the series. Then American public television spreads me across the country to pbs stations across the country. It will also
premiere nationally on Creation TV on July 17. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.c Where do you take your viewers, in Central New York? To the beautiful lakes and landscapes of Skaneateles and Route 20 and surrounding areas. And Finger Lakes. I'll take them to a beautiful rose garden in Syracuse, in Thornden Park. I have a show
called Stop and the Smell of Roses It's just amazing. It's one of my favorites, a rose-garden. We'll take them to Westcott Street. We'll take them to the waterfall, Chittenango Falls. We take them all over the area. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.c So you teach people about Lebanese cuisine, but also about Central New York We are here
in upstate Ny. When I first started, a lot of people thought I was in California. They couldn't believe it was the northern part of the state. I am so proud of The Syracuse Visit my sponsor. They are the underwriter for the series. ... Ultimately it helps promote the area and attracts travelers to the area. Teri Weaver tweaver@syracuse.cYS
never had a restaurant? I've never done that. Not yet. I say never say never. A lot of people think I have a restaurant in Syracuse or Finger Lakes. But it's a restaurant. I will shoe people about the area, whether local or far, like Arizona or California or Boston or Chicago. This is Central New York. I just looked outside and said I want my
show here. I want to bring people with me and show my experience. There are so many more places I can't wait to dig in. SCOTT SCHILDRead more about The Northern New York State FoodsThe Ultimate North NY Food Bucket List: How Many of these favorites did you eat? Ate?
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